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The story of Limerick lace began in 1829 when
Charles Walker, an English businessman decided to
start a lace factory in Limerick city.

'It frequently happens that there are two or three
members of the same family in the factory, and it may
easily be received what cheer their united earnings
can throw around an otherwise miserable hearth’
(Limerick Chronicle, 1843).

Limerick lace manufacturing was both the largest in
the history of Irish lace and one of the largest
industries of any kind to operate in Limerick over the
past two centuries. At its peak in the early 1850s, one
thousand eight hundred and fifty lace makers were
employed in Limerick city.

O’Connell Street, Limerick, c. 1900 (Courtesy of Limerick Museum)
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Limerick lace has been described as ‘the most famous of
all Irish laces’. It is a form of hand embroidery on machine
made net. The result is a pretty, light lace with a delicate
and subtle form.

Maire de Paor (neé McInerney) in her First Communion
dress, May 1948. Her Limerick lace veil was made by her
neighbour, Mai Spillane of 12 Wickham Street
(Courtesy of Maire de Paor)
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Limerick lace comes in two forms; tambour lace and
needlerun lace. Tambour is made with a small hook while
needlerun lace is made using a needle. Many pieces of
Limerick lace include both tambour and needlerun, but
needlerun has become far more common in the twentieth
century.

List of Limerick lace workers from Cannock’s and
St Lelia’s School, who entered a competition in 1910. The
top seven won scholarships.
(Courtesy of Limerick Museum)
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Lace was produced and sold on the main street of Limerick
city by Cannock’s, Todd’s and Kirby’s in the early part of the
twentieth century. At this time Maude Kearney set up the
Thomond Lace Industry and employed between fifty to eighty
lace makers in their own homes. Maude provided the
material, her own designs and managed all orders and sales.
The numbers employed making lace in Limerick shrank from
the 1940s and by 1950 Limerick lace was made only in the
Good Shepherd Convent and today as a craft.

James Kirby's Lace Shop on 20 George’s
(now O’Connell) Street, Limerick, c. 1910
(Courtesy of Patrick Kirby via Sean Curtin)
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heavy darn, light darn, seed stitch, pulled seed stitch, florette, diamond, cobweb, star, fan
bow, diamond run,star and whip, single and double whip, whip, carroway and whip, bird
eye, crown, spot in diamond, knottie, alternating spots, spot and light whip, knotted bar
and whip, heavy darn, light darn, seed stitch, pulled seed stitch, florette, diamond, cobwe
star, fan, bow, diamond run, star and whip, single and double whip, whip, carroway and
whip, birds eye, crown, spot in diamond, knottie, alternating spots, spot and light whip,
knotted bar and whip heavy darn, light darn, seed stitch, pulled seed stitch, florette, diamond, cobweb, star, fan, bow, diamond run, star and whip, single and double whip, whip
carroway and whip, birds eye, crown, spot in diamond, knottie, alternating spots, spot an
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Mrs Collins working Limerick lace, 1936
(Courtesy of Veronica Rowe)
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The Limerick lace industry began to
decline from 1860 when high quality
machine made lace from Nottingham
became available. Florence Vere
O'Brien rescued the industry in 1893
by setting up the Limerick Lace
School. The quality of design and skill
that made Limerick lace so famous
was re-awakened. Limerick lace was
again very fashionable and won awards
internationally.

Limerick lace pattern and matching piece of lace (Courtesy of Veronica Rowe)
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The story of Limerick lace began in 1829 when Charles Walker, an
English businessman decided to start a lace factory in Limerick city.

'It frequently happens that there are two or three members of the same
family in the factory, and it may easily be received what cheer their
united earnings can throw around an otherwise miserable hearth’
(Limerick Chronicle, 1843).
Limerick lace manufacturing was both the largest in the history of Irish
lace and one of the largest industries of any kind to operate in Limerick
over the past two centuries. At its peak in the early 1850s, one thousand
eight hundred and fifty lace makers were employed in Limerick city.

O’Connell Street, Limerick, c. 1900 (Courtesy of Limerick Museum)

